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Background becomes foreground in Moyer Hubbard's creative introduction to the social and
historical setting for the letters of the Apostle Paul to churches in Asia Minor and Europe.
Hubbard begins each major section with a brief narrative featuring a fictional character in one
of the great cities of that era. Then he elaborates on various aspects of the cultural setting
related to each particular vignette, discussing the implications of those venues for
understanding Paul's letters and applying their message to our lives today. Addressing a wide
array of cultural and traditional issues, Hubbard discusses: • religion and superstition •
education, philosophy, and oratory • urban society • households and family life in the GrecoRoman world This work is based on the premise that the better one understands the historical and
social context in which the New Testament (and Paul's letters) was written, the better one will
understand the writings of the New Testament themselves. Passages become clearer, metaphors
deciphered, and images sharpened. Teachers, students, and laypeople alike will appreciate
Hubbard's unique, illuminating, and well-researched approach to the world of the early church.
This 52-week devotional will help tween boys understand what being smarter, stronger, deeper,
and cooler is really all about according to Luke 2:52, helping them grow up the way Jesus did—in
God’s Word. In the humorous, cheeky, and sometimes gross style that makes the 2:52 series so
engaging and fun for boys, this year-long devotional combines important principles with
practical messages, teaching lessons boys need to learn and helping them put this valuable
knowledge into practice. Each devotion presents a Bible verse, explains it, shows how it applies
to boys’ lives, and offers tools to help boys live in a godly way.
" ... boys can read about the action and adventure of battle in Bible times ..."
For the Use of Schools, Bible Classes, and Families
Big Bad Bible Giants
Creepy Creatures and Bizarre Beasts from the Bible
The Publishers Weekly
Bible Wars and Weapons
The holy bible containing the old and the new testaments
This isn't a feel-good churchy pie-in-the-sky treatment of this subject. It's a needed expose of what the Bible actually
teaches about these sometimes controversial topics. It also focuses on the Bible beliefs and faith of the Founding
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Fathers of the United States, and the original meaning of the Constitution and Bill of Rights. In the process, it brings
greater clarity to these much debated topics. You won't be subjected to gory details in this book, but you will be
exposed to the difficult choices which surround firearm defense. Importantly, you'll be given the biblical tools needed
for making hard, life and death moral choices. You've probably never heard a pastor or church leader teach on this
topic. Yet it is critically important for us to understand what the Bible actually has to say about these timely issues.
Subjects such as our God-given Right of self-defense, firearm ownership, concealed carry, castle doctrines, the use
of deadly force, and shoot-to-kill or shoot-to-wound, are all pivotal issues for us today. Many are shocked to learn
that these topics are addressed in the Bible. This book explains the Bible viewpoint, and what Jesus taught on these
subjects which today are taboo in most churches. Bible passages are cited throughout, and hundreds more are
included in footnotes, keeping the focus on the Bible not personal opinion. The author, SIG SWANSTROM, is a former
police detective and SWAT team operator who worked in the Los Angeles area. During his years of service, he
personally had many deadly force encounters with armed criminals, so his writing is real world. And today, as the
owner of a highly acclaimed firearms training academy in Texas, SIG has also learned how to capture the interest of
his audiences as he teaches practical skills in the unique context of biblical truth."
Argues against name-calling and labelling people by providing examples of biblical characters who could have been
called such names as jocks, dorks, slackers, airheads, and wimps, but whom God used to fulfill his plans nonetheless.
Continuously in print since 1973, this fifth edition of the classic Zondervan Handbook to the Bible has been updated
with new imagery. From the history and design of the temple in Jerusalem to God's relationship with the universe,
you'll find it here. The land, culture, battles, feast days, heroes, and villains of Scripture come alive through
spectacular color-filled articles and images of meticulous clarity and detail. Special features include: A four color
guide to all the books of the Bible Over 120 articles by an international team of experts More than 700 color
photographs, many of them new 68 maps and 20 charts Complete with a comprehensive "Rapid Fact-Finder to the
Bible" section, the Zondervan Handbook to the Bible remains the best book to have next to your Bible.
According to the Authorized Version
Containing the Old and New Testaments, According to the Authorised Version; with Explanatory Notes, Practical
Observations, and Copious Marginal References
War in the Hebrew Bible
Seriously Sick Bible Stuff
Cruden's Concordance to the Bible
A classic resource, The MacArthur Study Bible is perfect for serious study. Dr. John MacArthur has collected his pastoral and
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scholarly work of more than 35 years to create the most comprehensive study Bible available. No other study Bible does such a
thorough job of explaining the historical context, unfolding the meaning of the text, and making it practical for your life.
Features include: 125-page concordance, including people and places More than 20,000 study notes, charts, maps, outlines,
and articles from Dr. John MacArthur Overview of Theology Index to Key Bible Doctrines Part of the Signature Series line of
Thomas Nelson Bibles MacArthur Study Bibles sold to date: More than 1.8 million
A light-hearted, illustrated look at Bible stories that feature such things as boils, John eating locusts, and bones coming to life,
plus ideas for how to apply the lessons learned to one's own life.
Describes what life was like for people during Biblical times, discussing such things as how dung and garbage was disposed of,
different diseases that were common at the time, what people ate, and daily chores.
Devotions to Make You Stronger
NASB, The MacArthur Study Bible, eBook
The Book of Jasher
Rapid Insights Bible Survey
Containing the Old and New Testaments, According to the Authorized Version: with Explanatory Notes, Practical Observations
Christianity in the Greco-Roman World

Dealing with a wide spectrum of war ideologies in the Hebrew Bible, this study seeks to
discover why and how these views might have made sense to biblical writers. It challenges
the stereotype of the "violent" Old Testament.
Written in the humorous, gross style of the 2:52 line, designed to ignite the interest of
boys.Bible Freaks & Geeks—This book helps boys to grow smarter, stronger, deeper, and
cooler by showing them how hurtful name-calling can be. In a fun, engaging format, the book
highlights biblical examples of machos, jocks, goons, wonks, slackers, airheads, and more.
Through the biblical examples of characters who some would likely classify in these terms
today, we learn what kind of people God has used throughout history to accomplish his plans.
In Bible Freaks & Geeks we also discover that not only are people wrongfullylabeled today by
such general and unkind terms, but that even in ancient times, humans exhibited the same
traits that we see today. Readers will learnmore about the characters in the Bible, and also
how to discern between descriptive labels and harmful stereotypes.Seriously Sick Bible
Stuff—This book gives boys the lowdown on what living in ancient Israel was really like. In fun
and engaging 2:52 style, it offers humorous, gross facts about day-to-day life in Bible times,
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shattering any illusions boys may have about how much easier things would have been if they
had lived during Jesus’ day. This book exposes boys to the truth:sleeping next to goats (and
cleaning up after them in the morning!), eating food that was spiced because it was spoiled,
drinking water that was probably unsafe, and using bathroom accommodations that made
outhouseslook good. Not to mention the tough, boring work kids had to do! Seriously Sick
Bible Stuff helps boys understand the people of Jesus’ time—making them grateful for the life
God has given them today. ED STRAUSS By his early teen years, Ed Strauss was writing
several novels at once. He had a dresser for his clothing, but Ed had different priorities. The
bottom drawer held his comic books—mostly Spider-Man, Tarzan, and Turok. The middle
drawer overflowed with his story notes, research, and maps. The top drawer was stuffed with
clothing. On a nearby shelf was Ed’s favorite reading material, an encyclopedia set he had
won on a nationwide kiddie show. Ed lives in Chilliwack, BC.
Perfect for boys ages 8 to 12, the 2:52 series is based on Luke 2:52: "And Jesus grew in
wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men." Focusing on four primary areas of
growth, this guiding verse can help boys become more like Jesus mentally (smarter),
physically (stronger), spiritually (deeper), and socially (cooler). From Bibles and devotionals
to fiction and non-fiction, with plenty of gross and gory mixed in, there is something for every
boy. Devotions to Take You Deeper helps boys ages 8 to 12 tackle the spiritual aspect of
growing up the way Jesus did as described in Luke 2:52. In the humorous, cheeky, and
sometimes gross style that makes the 2:52 series so engaging and fun, this 90-day devotional
guides boys in developing their faith. It explores many facets of spiritual growth, such as
Bible study, worship, and prayer. It also warns of the dangers of harboring bitterness, storing
up treasures on earth, and worrying all the time. Combining important principles with
practical messages, the book teaches lessons boys need to learn and helps them put this
valuable knowledge into practice. Each devotion presents a Bible verse, explains it, and
shows how it relates to boys’ lives, then offers tools to help boys mature in their walk with
God, inspiring them to make changes that will ensure that their spirituality grows deeper and
deeper.
365 Devos to Make You Stronger, Smarter, Deeper, and Cooler
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Zondervan Handbook to the Bible
The Union Bible Dictionary
God, Guns, and Guts of Firearm Defense
Devotions to Take You Deeper
How to Fight for your Children with Bible Verses
The Lion Handbook to the Bible was first published in 1973 and has been continuously in
print ever since, selling over 3 million copies worldwide. This fascinating guide to the
book that has intrigued and inspired millions of people for thousands of years comprises
an authoritative yet accessible commentary on the Bible, book by book and chapter by
chapter, alongside over 100 articles by leading scholars around the world on areas of
special interest. Beautifully illustrated throughout with more than 700 photographs, maps
and illustrations, the Handbook is a pleasure to browse and read, and a mine of
information and insight about this crucially important book. This new fifth edition has a
total refresh of over 700 photographs, maps, and illustrations.
“A battle manual for every Christian.” —Sinclair B. Ferguson The Christian life is a
battle. We are in a daily struggle against the world, sin, and Satan. But God didn’t
leave us to fend for ourselves. He gave us his own armor—armor that Jesus has already
worn on our behalf all the way to the cross. The same power that raised Christ from the
dead is now at work inside of us. This book unpacks each of the pieces of spiritual armor
Paul describes in Ephesians 6, inviting us to take up the armor each day, all while
resting in the finished victory of Christ and the assurance that our strength for the
battle comes from him.
Goliath might get all the press, but there are many other fearsome giants and towering
men throughout the Old Testament and thrilling stories behind each one. In Big Bad Bible
Giants, readers 8 and up encounter each powerful and massive man through large black-andwhite illustrations and kid-friendly language that explores the background of each
hulking giant and why they’re important, as well as interesting facts like what their
massive weapons looked like and how many sheep it may have taken to satisfy their
gigantic appetites—as well as the feats it took to bring these men to their knees.
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Bulging muscles, towering height, and earth-rattling footsteps … while it might sound
like a description for the big green guy in the movies and comics, these words actually
apply to the many giants found throughout the Bible who were at times just as angry,
almost as strong, and prone to wanting to smash things when it came to battles against
the Israelites. In Big Bad Bible Giants, the amazing facts (and myths) behind the giants
of the Bible are explored in kid-friendly language, alongside large illustrations that
show what these towering antiheroes may have looked like. From surprising-yet-accurate
information on their diets, where they came from, and just how immense their weapons and
appetites really were, the gigantic battles and wars against these men will have kids
looking at the Old Testament in a completely new way. Big Bad Bible Giants: contains
biblically sound information in language kids can relate to works as an age-appropriate
reference guide for any child 8 to 12 learning more about the Bible contains large text
and an open page design, along with lots of detailed illustrations, making it perfect for
reluctant readers is part of the 2:52 series of books, which focuses on becoming more
like Jesus as described in Luke 2:52
The Lion Handbook to the Bible
Large Concordance to the Bible of the Last Translation Allowed by Authoritie
Re-Presented by Robert J. Bagley, Ma
Devotions to Make You Smarter
The Whole Armor of God
The Holy Bible: Old Testament.- v. 3. New Testament
Setting the standard for a whole new level of study Over 6 million readers have made Zondervan's The NIV Study Bible #1 in the
Christian marketplace. Now by special arrangement, this outstanding resource is available from Hendrickson in versatile loose-leaf
format. Offering the maximum number of study helps in one place, it features extra wide margins so readers can make their own notes.
And because it's a snap to add pages wherever needed-or transfer them to any standard 3- or 5- ring notebook-it's a tremendously
versatile tool for teachers and serious students of Scripture.
How Does a Boy Grow Up Big and Strong? Devotions to Make You Stronger reveals the answer: by exploding the meaning of the Luke
2:52 phrase “Jesus grew in…stature.” With humor, attitude, and downright gross-appeal, these devotions teach boys ages 8 to 12 how to
team up with God so he can mold them into mighty men. Zeroing in on powerful people throughout the Bible—such as Moses, Samson,
David, and Paul—this exciting 90-day devotional uncovers the secrets behind their stamina and strength. Its engaging style connects
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biblical principles to real life, inspiring boys to embrace attitudes and habits that lead to good health and proper physical development.
These action-packed, intriguing devotions will keep boys turning the pages to discover how to become the strong men God designed
them to be. Through imaginative and innovative products Zonderkidz is feeding your souls.
The Book of Jasher is an enigma. It is also controversial. Taught by some to be an inspired and reliable text referenced in the Old
Testament, yet viewed by others as flawed, the text yet remains important for students of the bible and biblical history. Whether taught
or not, there are several reasons why it should be read and understood, as it gives breadth and depth to scholarly study and reflection.
Scholars indicate that there are no versions of this non-canonical text dated prior to 100 A.D. There are some indications that the
earliest manuscripts available resulted from the Council of Jamnia, whose members worked to reproduce foundation copies of text lost
in 70 A.D. when the Temple and Jerusalem were destroyed. The manuscripts available are written using modern Hebrew characters,
which differ greatly in style than earlier writing. The 19th century version of the book is used commonly today, as it was translated from
the modern Hebrew into English. The Book of Jasher exists as several works, but there are three primary translations studied today:
-The Book of the Upright -The Book of the Just Man (Greek and Latin) -The Book of Jasher (King James Bible of 1611) The book is
referenced two times in the bible: 1.Joshua 10:13 The narrative is about Joshua commanding the sun to remain still while the battle
rages against the five kings. There are 52 bible translations which include this event, and refer to its writing in the Book of Jasher. This
event also is recorded very similarly in Jasher, Chapter 88, in verses 63 to 65. 2.2 Samuel 1:18 This narrative is about David's command
that the Children of Judah be taught the Song of the Bow. There are 51 bible translations which refer to the use of the bow, the song of
the bow, or the lament of the bow as written in the book of Jasher. This event is also recorded in Jasher, Chapter 56, Verse 9, but the
account in Jasher differs greatly from the account in 2 Samuel. Jasher refers to the use of the bow as a weapon of war and fighting
battles to rule over enemies. 2 Samuel refers to the way weapons of war perish and how the mighty waging war have fallen. Since the
two biblical narratives do not completely conform to their references in Jasher, why consider it worthy of study? The book includes a
narrative which encompasses the Biblical history beginning with the world's creation and continuing to the time of Moses' death.
Scholars note that the writing shows influences from Jewish textual sources and Rabbinical oral traditions. The original text of the Book
of Jasher referenced in the Bible was lost, and the author unknown. But reading this re-telling of the original text allows Christians a
glimpse of the devotional Jewish world. The piety which interpreted and shaped the scriptures is present in this book. The Judaism of
Jesus and early Christianity were imprinted with these historic events and human experiences of devotion to God. The Book of Jasher
ultimately provides opportunities for theological reflection about the relationship between God and His creation, viewed through the
lens of faith inherited by the early church.
The Holy Bible
An Inspirational, Devotional, and Studious Focus on Never-Changing Biblical Principles
The Holy Bible: Matthew
The Organization, Weapons, and Tactics of Ancient Near Eastern Armies
The Holy Bible: Isaiah
Weird & Gross Bible Stuff
A light-hearted look at the animals of the Bible, from those of Noah's ark to sacrificial bulls, and what their stories reveal about God
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and our relationship with Him.
Boyd Seevers (PhD, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) is an expert on ancient warfare and has participated in numerous
archaeological excavations in Israel. He lived in Israel for eight years, during which time he was a visiting professor at Jerusalem
University College. This experience gave Seevers great insight into world he describes in Warfare in the Old Testament. He is
currently professor of Old Testament Studies at Northwestern College (MN), where he was named teacher of the year in 2006 and
2012.
Written in the humorous, gross style of the 2:52 line, designed to ignite the interest of boys.Devotions to Make You Smarter
focuses on the mental side of boys’ natures, helping them to grow wiser, the way Jesus did as described in Luke 2:52. In
thehumorous, cheeky, and sometimes gross style that makes the 2:52 series so engaging and fun, this ninetyday devotional guides
boys ages eight to twelve in developing their minds. It explores many facets of the mental process, such as learning, making
decisions, and thinking before acting and speaking. It also warns of the dangers of zoning out, being impulsive, and harboring a
critical attitude. Combining important principles with practical messages, the book teaches lessons boys need to learn and helps
them put this valuable knowledge into practice. Each devotion presents a Bible verse, explains it, and shows how it relates to
boys’ lives, then offers tools to help boys cope with growing up, inspiring them to make choices that will ensure they grow up
smart.ED STRAUSS By his early teen years, Ed Strauss was writing several novels at once. He had a dresser for his clothing, but
Ed had different priorities. The bottom drawer held his comic books—mostly Spider-Man, Tarzan, and Turok. The middle drawer
overflowed with his story notes, research, and maps.The top drawer was stuffed with clothing. On a nearby shelf was Ed’s favorite
reading material, an encyclopedia set he had won on a nationwide kiddie show. Ed lives in Chilliwack, BC.
Bible Freaks and Geeks
The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments, According to the Authorized Version
Spiritual Warfare - a Bible Study Manual.
A Study in the Ethics of Violence
The Bible View
How Christ's Victory Strengthens Us for Spiritual Warfare

Rapid Insights Bible Survey is a comprehensive and useful biblical commentary and overview that
presents focused summaries and explanations of each of the books of the Bible. It also provides crossreferences between the books of the Bible, both New and Old Testaments, that can help readers trace
the evolution of prophecy and the ways in which Gods promises are developed and fulfilled in the Word.
Rapid Insights Bible Survey examines biblical themes that reveal Gods expectations for us, such as
obedience, repentance, love, faith, justice, judgment, humility, worship, and acceptance his offer of
salvation through Jesus Christ alone. Cleven L. Jones Sr., B.A., M.Div., currently serves as a pastor. He
has also served as an U.S. Army chaplain, prison minister, and social worker. The survey is a critical
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resource for sparking Bible study discussions at home, in church, and group settings, and it can also be
used to start sermons. Youll gain new insights and add to the ones you already have about God, Christ,
and the Bible. Have on hand a book that will guide you, your loved ones, and your community to a
deeper understanding of the Bible so you can move closer to the Lord.
The Lion Handbook to the Bible was first published in 1973 and has been continuously in print ever
since, selling over 3 million copies worldwide. This fascinating guide to the book that has intrigued and
inspired millions of people for thousands of years comprises an authoritative yet accessible commentary
on the Bible, book by book and chapter by chapter, alongside over 100 articles by leading scholars
around the world on areas of special interest. Beautifully illustrated throughout with more than 600
photographs, maps and illustrations, the Handbook is a pleasure to browse and read, and a mine of
information and insight about this crucially important book. For this new edition, a number of articles
have been revised in the light of recent discoveries and developments in scholarship. New photographs
have also been added where available.
Who is the biblical Gideon? A mighty warrior, or a fearful son? Hesitant solider, clever tactician,
commanding father, ruthless killer, idolater, or illegitimate king? Gideon has long challenged readers of
the book of Judges. How did so many conflicting portraits become inscribed in our biblical text and its
reception? What might these portraits tell us about the authors, editors, and interpreters of Gideon's
story-especially their expectations for men? Rewriting Masculinity interweaves redaction criticism,
reception history, and masculinity studies to explore how Gideon's image changes from a mighty warrior
to a weakling, from a successful leader to a man who led Israel astray. Kelly J. Murphy first considers the
ways that older traditions about Gideon were rewritten throughout ancient Israel's history, sometimes in
order to align the story of Gideon with new ideas about what it meant to act like a man. At other times,
she shows that the story of Gideon was used to explain why older standards of masculinity no longer
worked in new contexts. Murphy then traces how some later interpreters, from the ancient to the
contemporary, continually rewrote Gideon in light of their own models for men, might, and masculinity.
Murphy offers an in-depth case study of how a biblical text was continuously updated. Emphasizing the
importance of reading biblical stories and expansions alongside their later reception, she shows that the
story of Gideon the mighty warrior is, in many ways, the story of masculinity in miniature: a constantlytransforming construct.
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Loose-Leaf Edition
Warfare in the Old Testament
An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures
The 2:52 Ultimate Devo for Boys
Wherein All the Words Used Throughout the Sacred Scriptures are Alphabetically Arranged with
Reference to the Various Places where They Occur. The Former Three Alphabets are Now Arranged in
One, Embracing Every Passage of Scripture Contained in the Quarto Editions
Zondervan NIV Study Bible
Profiles both heroes and villains from the Bible, and contains motivational Christian lessons and morals.
This is a balanced in-dept study-manual on one of the most volatile subjects of this generation: Spiritual warfare. It covers
everything you need to know about demonic activities and how to respond to them. It is one of Dr. Olowosoyo's best gift to this
generation.
Bible Wars and WeaponsZondervan
Gideon, Men, and Might
Fifth Edition
The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments
The Lion Handbook to the Bible Fifth Edition
Bible Heroes and Bad Guys
Rewriting Masculinity
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